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Updike Writes Buchanan Play, Wants Premier Here 

By CHARLES SHAW 

Intell Staff Writer 

Plans are, under way to bring the world premier of novelist John Updike’s drama on the life of 

James Buchanan, “Buchanan Dying,” to the Fulton Opera House. 

Born in Shillington, Berks County, Updike, 42, is considered one of America’s finest novelists. 

“Buchanan Dying” is his first play. It was published earlier this month by Alfred A. Knopf. 

AWAITING RESPONSES  

“We are in the process of getting in touch with his (Updike’s) agent,” Robert W. Tolan, 

executive director of the Fulton Opera House said yesterday. “We have written him through his 

publisher and we are now waiting for a response. 

If approval from Updike comes through, Tolan said, the Fulton would like to present the play 

sometime next Winter or Spring. “We expect to hear something in the next two to three weeks,” 

he added 

Mrs. Carole Sherr, a family friend of Updike who helped with some of the research for the 

historical drama, said yesterday, “I’ve been after John (Updike) to contact the Fulton to see 

whether they would be interested in putting on the play.”  

AUTHOR’S MOTHER  

Mrs. Sherr, who lives in Leola, said she has attended Fulton productions with the author’s 

mother, Linda Grace Hoyer Updike, who resides on a farm outside Morgantown. Mrs. Updike is 

also an accomplished writer, writing under her maiden name. “Both John and I feel,” Mrs. Sherr 

continued, that the Fulton would be an ideal place to present ‘Buchanan Dying’.” 

Updike, who lives in Ipswich, Mass., could not be reached yesterday for his comments on 

bringing the play to Lancaster. 

However, he told the Philadelphia Inquirer, in a recent interview, that, “my guess is that it (the 

play) might be produced, in part, on a college campus, or in Lancaster.” 

ORIGINAL PLANS 

Mrs. Sherr said that Updike originally wanted the drama introduced at the Kennedy Center for 

the Performing Arts in Washington D.C., or the Lincoln Center in New York.  

“However,” she added, “both the Kennedy and Lincoln Centers told him the play was too long 

and would have to be rewritten some before it could be put on. 

“I guess after working on it for so long,” Mrs. Sherr continued, “he didn’t have any desire to 

rewrite it.” She said Updike has been working on the play, off and on, since the publication of 

his novel “Couples” in 1968. 
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Updike told the Inquirer writer that he didn’t believe “Buchanan Dying” would ever be a 

commercial or financial success. “It probably won’t have a commercial presentation,” he said, “I 

didn’t want to get my head scrambled by trying to make it a New York play.”  

Even the jacket synopsis says “Buchanan Dying” is a “play meant to be read.” 

More TOP Page 18 
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4-4-1976 Sunday News 

[photo caption] 

Elegantly costumed hostesses under the guidance of Wheatland’s curator Claire Parker will greet 

those who attend the Gala Preview reception following the premiere of John Updike’s new play, 

“Buchanan Dying.” 

Tickets Now On Sale 

Gala Preview-Reception 

Planned For ‘Buchanan Dying’ 

Local theater buffs should mark Thursday, April 29, on their calendar — the evening of the Gala 

Preview performance of John Updike’s new play, “Buchanan Dying.” 

Following the world premiere performance of this historical work about the life of James 

Buchanan, which will begin at 7:30 p.m. at Franklin and Marshall College’s Green Room 

Theater, a champagne reception will be held at Wheatland.  

Wheatland, the home of James Buchanan at 1120 Marietta Ave., will provide a perfect setting, as 

local musicians playing 17th and 18th century music will set the mood for the evening’s 

activities. 

Much of John Updike’s work was researched at Wheatland and the historical societies of 

Lancaster. Professor Edward S. Brubaker, who abridged Updike’s play for the stage, is directing 

the Green Room production of the work. The play presents Buchanan, as he lies dying at his 

home, focusing on the important events of his life. 

Owen Middleton, local musician and composer, has arranged an original score for the play. 

The Gala Preview is being sponsored jointly by the Bicentennial Committee of the James 

Buchanan Foundation for the Preservation of Wheatland, and Franklin and Marshall College. 

Mrs. Victor Despard, chairman of the Wheatland committee, reported that John Updike plans to 

be in Lancaster for the April 29 preview and reception. The director and members of the cast will 

also be present.  

The evening promises to be a memorable one in the history of theater in Lancaster, and will be 

an important event for both F&M College and Wheatland in celebrating the nation’s 

Bicentennial. 
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For information and tickets, call Marilyn Davidson at F&M College, 393-3621, Ext. 219, 

between 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. 

The play will be presented nightly  through May 8, except May 3, at 8 p.m. 

 

[photo of the cover and front flap of book] 

BUCHANAN DYING 

JOHN UPDIKE 

[text on the front flap] 

To the list of John Updike’s well-intentioned protagonists—Rabbit Angstrom, George Caldwell, 

Piet Hanema, Henry Bech—add James Buchanan, seen above as a young congressman in the 

1820s and on the front cover as the harried fifteenth President of the United States (1857–1861). 

In a play meant to be read, Buchanan’s political and private lives are represented as aspects of 

his spiritual life, whose crowning, condensing act is the act of dying. A wide-ranging afterword 

rounds out the dramatic portrait of one of America’s lesser known, and least appreciated, leaders. 

[photo caption] 

John Updike’s historical drama on the life of James Buchanan was published earlier this month. 
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[caption to photo of book cover] 

Matthew Brady photograph of President James Buchanan covers the dust jacket of John 

Updike’s “Buchanan Dying.” Updike designed the jacket, as well as everything between the 

book’s covers. 

[photo caption] 

HARRIET LANE 

Buchanan’s Niece 

[photo caption] 

ANNE COLEMAN 

Buchanan’s Fiancee 

 

 

[photo caption] 

JOHN UPDIKE 

TALE OF MISFORTUNE AT WHEATLAND 

Updike Writes Play: “Buchanan Dying” 

By Jack Brubaker 

New Era Staff Writer 
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On a Winter evening several years ago, native Berks County novelist John Updike traveled from 

Boston to Lancaster  in search of inspiration for a creative work on the life of President James 

Buchanan. 

He stopped at Wheatland alone in the snow after dark and, as he writes in a lengthy afterword to 

the recently published play, “'Buchanan Dying” (Knopf: $6.95) “Solitary as a burglar, as a lover, 

I waded to the windows and looked in.… 

“But coming closer had put me further away. The furniture of his life remained sealed upon its 

mystery. The house was closed for the season. I could not get in.” 

PORTRAIT IN BLACK 

Although Updike admits that he also had difficulty getting into the life of Buchanan (whom he 

calls “... this rather ubiquitous yet scarcely visible American politician”), he opened the door far 

enough on the character of America’s 15th President to pen a sympathetic portrait in black.  

“Buchanan Dying,” the first play by one of the country’s premier novelists, is set at Wheatland 

and the White House, and peopled with Lancastrians and the major political figures in the life of 

the man who held more high offices than any other chief executive. 

Within his delirium and sudden lucid memories as he lay dying in the old mansion on Marietta 

Avenue in 1868, Buchanan remembers his past in Lancaster and Washington as Updike weaves a 

plot of grand misfortune and misery around the wasted politician. 

LOCAL PRODUCTION  

This is the drama which the 42-year-old Updike calls his “final volume of homage to my native 

state” and a work which he says he might like to see performed in Lancaster. 

Recognizing the heaviness of the vehicle and its poor prospects for production on the 

commercial stage, Updike said in a recent interview with the Philadelphia Inquirer, “My guess is 

that it might be produced, in part, on a college campus, or in Lancaster.”  

Believing that the Fulton Opera House might be a perfect place for the world premiere of 

Updike’s play, Robert Tolan, the Fulton’s executive director, is attempting to contact the author 

to discuss possible production. 

DIFFICULT AS WRITTEN 

“Being interested in a production’s possibilities and planning it are two different things,” Tolan 

said this morning. He has not read the play, but has heard that it would be difficult to produce as 

written.  

In a prefatory note to the playbook, Updike himself admits that the piece is a “closet drama,” a 

play written to be read not produced on stage. 

 Directors of the Kennedy Center in Washington and Lincoln Center in New York City, 

according to the Inquirer interview, have told the author that the play is too long and would have 

to be rewritten before production is possible. 

HISTORICAL MERITS 

As for the merits of the piece as it is, historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr., writing in the June issue of 

The Atlantic Monthly, does not commend the historical accuracy of Updike’s portrayal of 

Buchanan’s character. 
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But, Schlesinger notes in evaluating the first fictive work about Pennsylvania’s only President, 

the play is  

—See UPDIKE—Page 27 

 

TALE OF MISFORTUNE AT WHEATLAND 

Updike Writes Play: “Buchanan Dying” 

 

“an abundant, even opulent creative act.” 

Why did the author of “Rabbit Run,” “The Centaur” and other popular novels set in 

Pennsylvania choose as his subject the President whom many historians rank as the worst chief 

executive in the country’s history?  

NATIVE SONS  

Because “Old Buck” was a Pennsylvanian, Updike claims in his afterword, and the author, who 

now resides in Ipswich, Mass., still has a deep affection for his native state. 

“In my Pennsylvania childhood, I knew him to be the only President our great and ancient state 

had produced,” Updike writes, “but where were the monuments, the Buchanan Avenues, the 

extollatory juvenile volumes.…” 

(On his several journeys to Lancaster to research Buchanan’s life at the Lancaster County 

Historical Society, Updike apparently never drove along Buchanan Avenue.) 

CLOUD OF DISGRACE 

Updike notes he discovered that the reason Buchanan never has been immortalized in print, as 

Lincoln and Washington have been, is because “…Buchanan’s administration had ended under a 

cloud of disgrace that after a century still glowered.” 

Despite the scandals of Buchanan’s administration and the general apathy which historians have 

expressed in appraising his years in office — 1857 to 1861— Updike decided there was enough 

drama in the man’s life to create a play.  

He discovered his theme in one of Soren Kierkegaard’s “Journals” 

SPECTACLES 

The existentialist philosopher had written: “I wanted to write a novel in which the chief character 

… had a pair of spectacles with one lens that reduced as powerfully as oxy-gas-microscope and 

the other that magnified equally powerfully; in his interpretation everything was relative.”  

Because Buchanan had a similar ocular malady, Updike picked up Kierkegaard’s idea and made 

it click in the play.  

“The blue (eye) is farsighted, and the other is nearsighted,” Buchanan says in the drama. “When 

I close that one, you are blurred because you are too near, and when I close this one, you are 

blurred because you are too far away. But when I open them both, and tilt my head, you are in 

focus absolute.”  

Updike expands the idea of literal relative eyesight and uses it as a symbol for Buchanan’s 

theological uncertainty, his sexual insecurity and his political ambivalence. 
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AMBIVALENT TIMES  

Throughout the drama the author has Buchanan, in his delirium, confuse the two most 

ambivalent times in his life. 

His vacillation over his aborted engagement to Lancastrian Anne Coleman in 1819 several times 

is juxtaposed with his indecision on what to do as civil war became imminent in 1860 and 1861. 

Updike’s inference is that, just as Buchanan’s indecision may have caused Miss Coleman’s death 

in Philadelphia, his uncertainty over what to with North and South on the threshhold of war 

hastened his own political demise. 

RETURN TO HAUNT 

Buchanan recalls his entire life during his long dying, and his friends and foes return to haunt 

him. 

In his senility and occasional lucidity, he comments on his personal life and most of the major 

activities of his half of the 19th century. 

Because of this comprehensive approach, Updike’s play runs to 180 pages in book form, 

including three acts, the first two of which are about 70 pages long. 

Within the lengthy script, the author manages to introduce several of Buchanan’s Lancaster 

contemporaries, including his niece, Harriet Lane, who had been married for two years at the 

time of his dying. 

UNCLE’S CHEER 

While Anne Coleman is portrayed as a serious young girl with suicidal tendencies, Harriet Lane 

becomes the cheer of her uncle’s life and his companion in the dancing scenes when he leaves 

his bed in an historical recall.  

Robert Coleman, Anne’s father and wealthy Lancaster ironmaster, makes appearances on stage 

to denounce Buchanan as an unsuitable suitor for his daughter. 

Buchanan’s parents appear to hear their son weep about his dismissal from Dickinson College, 

his most traumatic adolescent experience. 

OTHER COUNTIANS 

Other Lancastrians who play small roles in tormenting Buchanan on his deathbed include John 

Reynolds, editor of the Lancaster Journal and father of the Civil War general; Jaspar Slaymaker, 

Buchanan’s fellow attorney; and John Forney, editor of the Lancaster Intelligencer and 

Philadelphia papers.  

Ellie Reynolds, sister of the general killed at Gettysburg, steps on stage to blame Buchanan for 

his death with, “Oh would that the rebels had won there, pushed on to Lancaster, and strung your 

lying carcass from a tree!”  

All of the major political figures, from the North and South, during Buchanan’s terms in 

Congress, the cabinet and the Presidency, also haunt the dying man as he attempts to construct 

the past. 

HOMETOWN MEMORIES  

There are few pleasant memories here, and most of them have to do with Buchanan’s 

associations with his home town. 
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“Ah, Lancaster County, its beauty becalms us all,” he says early in the drama. “Elsewhere in the 

United States men move on, but here they stick like flies to molasses paper.” 

But the old man primarily is, concerned with dying, and the philosophical implications of the 

event. 

“Dying, I discover, is rather like dancing, and not unlike diplomacy; legerity and tact are 

paramount,” he says. “I was a fair country dancer in my time.” 

And then he dies, “rising like a bubble toward the light, finally free of the misery of 77 years of 

tilting his head to see straight. 

PRIMARY SOURCES 

In his afterword, Updike credits Penn State professor Philip Shriver Klein’s 1962 biography 

“President James Buchanan” as his primary historical source for the play. 

He also credits scores of other books and articles for specific material on Buchanan and general 

material of the political climate of the first half of the 19th century. 

In a special note, he thanks Mrs. Richard D. Sherr of Leola for research she performed for him at 

the historical society. 

And, finally, Updike delivers the script to anyone who wants it: 

“Here is Buchanan, I am rid of him, and this book … constitutes, I trust, my final volume of 

homage to my native state, whose misty doughy middleness, between immoderate norths and 

souths, remains for me, being my first taste of life, the authentic taste.” 

 

 

 

[Added from newspapers.com] 

 

[Intelligencer Journal, Friday, June 14, 1974, page 18] 

Top Novelist Wants Play on Buchanan To Premier Here 

Continued from Page One. 

Mrs. Sherr said Updike made several trips to Lancaster to use the resources of the Lancaster 

County Historical Society in doing research on Buchanan. These trips, she added, were spread 

over a period of years and were usually extensions of visits with his mother.  

Mrs. Laura Lundgren, librarian of the historical society, said she’s seen Updike once in the 

library, which is next door to Wheatland.  

Mrs. Sherr downplays her role in the research of the play. “John would correspond with me and 

ask me to check on various dates down here and the relationships between different people.”  

But in the afterword to “Buchanan Dying,” Updike wrote that he was “most grateful to Carole … 

Sherr … she volunteered to do Lancaster research for me and never faltered under my demands 

for petty information. Rather than have her hard work come to nothing, I persevered with this 

radically imperfect book.” 
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CHANGED TO PLAY  

Updike, Mrs. Sherr explained, originally planned to write a novel about Buchanan, but in mid-

research he switched to writing a play.  

In the afterword, the author said he decided to write a stage piece when he found his creativity 

stifled by historical fact.  

“Let the designers of sets and costumes solve the surfaces,” Updike wrote. “Let theatrical 

unreality equal historical unreality.”  

The play begins and ends in Wheatland with the former resident on his deathbed. Updike uses 

flashbacks to show parallels between two crises in Buchanan’s life: not going to Philadelphia to 

save his fiancee from suicide and not preventing the South from seceding.  

Updike paints Buchanan as a restrained president and lover. His view is that if Buchanan had 

voiced forcible opposition to slavery and secession it would have forced the Civil War earlier. 

SYMPATHETIC LOOK  

Updike’s Buchanan may have been a boring president, but he was not, as historian Henry Steele 

Commager has written, “by universal consent the worst president in the history of the country.” 

“Buchanan Dying” is a sympathetic portrait in three acts. In the afterword to “Buchanan Dying,” 

Updike said he was drawn to Buchanan partly because of their shared Pennsylvania origins. 

“Here is Buchanan,” the author wrote, “I am rid of him, and this book … constitutes, I trust, my 

final volume of homage to my native state.”  

Updike has set previous novels in Pennsylvania, including his most famous “Rabbit Run” and its 

sequel, “Rabbit Redux.”  

In a review in the current issue of The Atlantic Monthly, historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr. faults 

some of Updike’s historical interpretations. But Schlesinger calls “Buchanan Dying” an 

abundant, even opulent, creative act.” 

 

[A short article on the same page as above] 

 

[Intelligencer Journal, Friday, June 14, 1974, page 18] 

 

Updike Describes Wheatland 

In his afterword to “Buchanan Dying” John Updike recounted a visit to Wheatland, the 

president’s mansion here. 

“Buchanan’s dusty road to Marietta is now a residential street. It rises out of the old downtown, 

where courtly street names and colonial brick houses persist amid a modern clutter of commerce 

and reconstruction: and then Marietta Avenue slightly falls, and on the left, back safe on its great 

lawn, stands Wheatland. Of orangish brick, the mansion, with its narrow windowless sides and 

rather sprightly, Frenchified facade, feels intimate—or felt so that day, when snow hushed its 

grounds, and I was the only visitor. The driveway had been plowed, but the paths were 

unshovelled. No caretaker moved to intercept me. Solitary as a burglar, as a lover, I waded to the 

windows and looked in. Through wavery panes rapidly darkening, I glimpsed planes of 
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wallpaper, an oval mirror topped by an eagle, balusters of the stairway in whose newel post is 

sealed the rolled-up mortgage papers and at whose head rests (I knew) the porcelain bowl given 

Buchanan by the Mikado of Japan, the largest piece of porcelain in the world, mistakenly sold 

out of the White House by Mary Lincoln and many years later recovered for Buchanan’s estate. 

Creeping along the wall, I peered as into James’s ‘garden’ into the windows of the library where 

the old Functionary had spun his web of letter and received job-seekers, power-brokers, cronies, 

and neighbors. The leather settee, the glass-fronted bookcases, the framed posters and flags, even 

the basket of pretzels the Lancaster Historical Society has set upon the center table—I could 

make out all of these but coming closer had put me further away. The furniture of his life 

remained sealed upon its mystery 


